New criminology field practice program

OUR NEW PROGRAM INTEGRATES LEARNING WITH SERVICE FOR STUDENTS WHO WANT TO PUT THEIR SKILLS TO ACTION IN THE COMMUNITY

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOR CRIM 485

WHY SHOULD I TAKE IT?

The field practice program integrates learning with service. It allows you to learn occupational skills & competencies & develop professional relationships with organizations involved in the criminal justice sector.

You will apply criminological theories to your work. In so doing, the field practice prepares you to demonstrate the integration of professional ethics & values, knowledge & skills, & the capacity to think critically & constructively.

The blending of academic analysis with work related activity provides an excellent transition for students, whether they wish to enter into a professional field or to continue with further academic work.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

You will be placed with an affiliated organization, who has designated an experienced professional to act as your Field Supervisor. The Field Supervisor assigns your work that aligns with materials covered in the Criminology program.

You will also be assigned a Faculty Supervisor within the School of Criminology who will lead up to three workshops throughout the term where assigned readings are applied to students’ experiences in the field.

• Part-time option (6 credits)
• Full-time option (12 credits)

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE?

You must be a formal Criminology major or honors student who has completed at least 90 credits & has a cumulative grade point average of 2.75.

You must have completed CRIM 485 Professional Development – Field Placement prior to applying for the field placement program.

It is strongly recommended that students applying for specific field placements have completed & demonstrated academic strength in courses related to those placements.

MANDATORY 1-CREDIT COURSE (JAN 2019)

You must sign up for CRIM 485 Professional Development – Field Placement to participate in the field practice program running in Spring 2019.

CRIM 485 is a one credit intensive course that prepares you to transition the skills you’ve learned in your degree to the job market. Conducted primarily online in the first month of the term, CRIM 485 is required in order to apply for the field practice program.

INFORMATION SESSION

Learn more. Ask questions.

Monday, November 5 at 10:00 am
Room SWH 10304, SFU Burnaby

For more information, contact Helene Love, Field Placement Coordinator at helene_love@sfu.ca

WWW.SFU.CA/CRIMINOLOGY